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16 CHANNEL BUS LINE TRANSMITTER - 81710000

**IMPORTANT**

The Busline Transmitter needs to have a Base ID set to make 
it recognisable to the Control System, please ensure that 
Blindware is notified of Base ID numbers to be set at time 
of ordering.

Please ensure that the DC Adapter is plugged in and the unit is 
powered on beforehand.

PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTIONS 1/1

1. On the Remote Control: Using the Channel Buttons, scroll 
across to the channel that you would like to add to the 
Busline Transmitter. 

2. On the Busline Transmitter: using the up and down Channel Buttons scroll across to the channel that you would like the 
motor to be added to.

3. On the Remote Control: Push and Hold the STOP Button until the blind jiggles. 
On the Busline Transmitter: Push and Hold the UP Button on the top panel of the Busline Transmitter, the blind will jiggle. 
This Blind has now been copied across to the Busline Transmitter. Test the operation.  
To copy more channels across to the Busline Transmitter: Repeat the above steps for each consecutive channel.

Motolux is a world-class manufacturer of motorisation products and systems dedicated to window covering markets 

worldwide. A designer and manufacturer of a fully integrated range of motorisation solutions, Motolux products are 

suitable for commercial or residential use. Our high quality product range is streamlined to simplify the process of 

manufacturing, installation and ongoing maintenance of almost any type of motorised window covering product.

REVISION 2 - 2021

Programming Motolux Tubular Motors to the 16 
Channel Busline Transmitter

Programming Motolux Curtain Motors to the 16 Channel Busline Transmitter

Using a Motolux Multi-Channel Remote Control:

Pair and set the limits for each motor using the specific 
instructions for each different type of Motolux Tubular 
Motor being used.
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1. Using a Motolux Multi-Channel Remote Control: Pair and set the limits for each motor using the specific instructions for 
each different type of Motolux Curtain Motor being used.

2. On the Remote Control: Using the Channel Buttons, scroll across to the channel that you would like to add to the 
Busline Transmitter.  
On the Busline Transmitter: using the up and down channel buttons scroll across to the channel that you would like the 
motor to be added to.

3. On the Remote Control: Push and Hold the STOP Button until the Red Light on the bottom of the Curtain Motor 
starts flashing. 
On the Busline Transmitter: Push and Hold the UP Button on the top panel of the Busline Transmitter, the light on the 
bottom of the Curtain Motor will give Three Blue flashes. This Curtain Motor has now been copied across to the Busline 
Transmitter. Test the operation. 
To copy more channels across to the Busline Transmitter: Repeat the above steps for each consecutive channel.


